2010 CRESST RETREAT

Program
Third Floor of University Center Building
University of Maryland, Baltimore County
October 26, 2010

09:00  Registration
09:15  Welcome
        Lee Mundy
09:20  Fermi LAT Observations of High Energy Cosmic Ray Electrons
        Alex Moiseev
09:40  Searching for Young Radio Sources with the Fermi Large Area Telescope
        William McConville
10:00  PAH Survival in Shocks: Models and Observations
        Elisabetta Micelotta
10:20  Cassini/CIRS Observations of Saturn's "Storm Alley"
        Brigette Hesman
10:40  Break, Poster Session
11:00  The Astro2010 Decadal Survey: Opportunities for Astronomy and Astrophysics at NASA
        Joan Centrella
11:40  Reaching Our Audiences through Education and Public Outreach
        Jim Lochner
12:00  Lunch, Poster Session
01:25  Astro-H Detector Assembly
        Meng Chiao
01:45  The Gamma-Ray Burst GRB 090417B and its Host Galaxy: A Step Toward an Understanding of Optically-Dark Gamma-Ray Bursts
        Stephen Holland
02:00  GRS 1758-258: A Rare Persistent Hard State Black Hole, Over the Years
        Katja Pottschmidt
02:15  Probing UV/X-Ray Outflows with MHD Accretion-Disk Wind in AGNs
        Keigo Fukumura
02:30  Break, Poster Session
03:00  CRESST Scientist Survey Results
        David Holdridge
03:15  CRESST Future
        Lee Mundy
03:30  CRESST Q&A
        Management Council
03:50  Closing Remarks
        Lee Mundy
04:00  Adjourn